Influence of processing parameters on the flow path in friction stir welding
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Abstract

Friction stir welding (FSW) is a solid phase welding process that unites thermal and mechanical aspects to produce a high quality joint. The process variables are rpm, translational weld speed, and downward plunge force. The strain-temperature history of a metal element at each point on the cross-section of the weld is determined by the individual flow path taken by the particular filament of metal flowing around the tool as influenced by the process variables. The resulting properties of the weld are determined
by the strain-temperature history. Thus to control FSW properties, improved understanding of the processing parameters on the metal flow path is necessary.

**Introduction**

FSWing holds the promise of joining many alloys that are traditionally difficult to fusion weld, and has the potential to be useful for many applications. However, since this process was invented at the Welding Institute in 1991 [1], the mechanisms of this process are still being debated. At present, a trial and error approach is used to obtain a good weld, but this process is costly and it slows down the development time for the implementation of FSW into the production schedule. The process parameters could be predicted with a greater accuracy if the material flow pattern during FSW as a function of the pin tool geometry and process parameters were understood. To be able to prescribe the FSW process parameters from first principles, a better understanding of the physics of the material flow is required.

Most of what is known about the deformation flow path is deduced from the asymmetric flow patterns inferred from tracer studies. Initial tracer studies used preferential etching to study the mixing of dissimilar alloys [2, 3]. Definition of the flow paths in the FSW process was first obtained in a study by Colligan [4], in which the faying surface of the weld joint was embedded with 0.38mm diameter steel balls placed at various linear positions through the weld thickness and to either side of the weld tool. Post weld positioning of the steel balls, as investigated by x-ray radiography, suggested an orderly flow of the metal around the pin tool. Based on the entrance into the weld zone, only
some of the metal flow appeared to be forced downward by the threaded pin, while the rest appeared to be simply rotated from the front to the back of the pin tool [4].

Subsequent studies have looked at inserted copper foil, plated surfaces, and composite markers to further investigate these observations [5-7]. All studies indicated that the flow was orderly with the weld metal appearing to flow along defined paths or streamlines. Variations were observed in individual streamlines dependent on insertion location, vertically between shoulder and pin bottom and laterally between advancing side (AS) retreating side (RS). Based on the experimental studies, two models have been published which describe the metal flow as influenced by the processing parameters and weld tool geometry [8-10].

The 1st model uses a kinematic approach toward modeling of the metal flow path [8, 9]. Figure 1 illustrates how three incompressible component flow fields, established by the pin tool geometry, can be superimposed to construct a plausible model of the overall incompressible FSW flow field. The first component results from the rotation of the tool spindle and consists of a rigid body rotation, or rotating plug, which is bounded by a cylindrical shear surface. The second component results from the translation of the pin tool along the weld seam and adds a uniform velocity component to the rigid body rotation. The third component is induced by certain pin tool features (e.g. threads) and creates a ring vortex circulation component around the pin tool.
These 3 flow field components when combined produce two intertwined flow streams in the metal. Metal entering the FSW on the RS, engulfed and abandoned by the overall flow field around the tool during a brief fraction of rotation, is hardly influenced by the ring vortex flow component and simply flows through with little or no deviation from its insertion line. Metal entering on the AS is subjected to action by the ring vortex flow component for an appreciably longer segment of its path. The radial inward component of the ring vortex flow, generally encountered close to the tool shoulder, may trap the streamline within the flow field around the tool. Such a streamline spirals toward the bottom of the pin tool, where the radial component of the ring vortex flow reverses and allows the streamline to emerge from the tool flow field along a line deviating substantially, both laterally and vertically, from its insertion line. At each vertical level, from shoulder to pin bottom in classical FSW or shoulder to shoulder in self-reacting FSW, there is a critical point of insertion between AS and RS bounding a current of trapped, spiraling streamlines on the AS side and a current of streamlines undergoing no more than a full revolution around the tool on the RS. The intermingling of these two currents in the wake of the weld determines the major features of the weld macrostructure.

The 2nd model treats the FSW process in terms of metal working [10]. The process considers the movement of weld metal through 5 zones as illustrated in Figure 2. The rotating pin tool generates heat which softens the metal in advance of the FSW tool travel. The rotating motion of the weld tool forms the initial deformation zone in the softened metal which pushes the metal up toward the shoulder and down into an
extrusion zone. Once the metal enters the extrusion zone, it is moved around the rotating pin tool to exit in the wake. The FSW shoulder passes over the metal exiting the extrusion zone and forges it to ensure consolidation.

The objective of this study was to investigate the metal flow streamlines in a FSW under a variety of processing parameters using a 0.025mm diameter tungsten wire as a tracer. Post weld position of the tracer wire was examined using x-ray radiography. Although aspects of the metal working model [10] address the heat generation in FSWing, the resulting flow streamlines, as documented by the tracer wire in this study, appear to match the flow described by the kinematic model [8, 9].

**Experimental**

Rolled panels, 610mm (24") long and 6.35mm (0.25") thick, of aluminum alloy 2219-T87 was used in this study. A tungsten wire, 0.025mm (0.001") in diameter was positioned in a 0.025mm (0.001") deep groove scored along one side of the longitudinal seam side of the panel as illustrated in Figure 3. After positioning the wire, the plates are clamped together and tack welded to maintain the wire position. X-ray radiographs are used to ensure wire placement prior to clamping in the FSW fixture.

The panels were welded with the pin tool offset either to the AS or RS of the panel joint containing the wire or directly on the center of the panel joint. The weld tool consisted of a 12.7mm (1/2") -20 UNF LH threaded pin tool with a scrolled shoulder 30.5mm (1.2")
in diameter and a pin length slightly less than the plate thickness. All welds were terminated with a sudden stop (e-stop) of travel and rotation. Subsequently the embedded pin tool was unscrewed to remove it from the weld panel.

To establish nominal conditions for the AA2219 weld panels, a number of iterative trials were done to establish processing conditions producing adequate weld quality as evidenced by tensile tests. Off nominal conditions were then selected. Weld parameters are summarized in Table 1 for the 2219 panels. The effect of varied plunge force was studied in Series A. "Hot" or "cold" weld variations were studied in Series B and C. A "hot" weld is one with a higher rpm or slower travel speed. A "cold" weld is one with a lower rpm or higher travel speed.

Each nominally 610mm (24") long weld panel was subjected to a systematic variation of travel speed, rpm, or plunge force while maintaining the other two parameters constant. A 25.4mm (1") transition region separated each parameter change, resulting in a 165mm (6.5") weld length to characterize each parameter. Tracer positions were recorded using standard x-ray radiography equipment. Where noted, the x-ray radiographs have been inverted, such that higher density material appears darker, and marker wire positions traced to enhance the contrast.
Table I: Variation of Weld Parameters for 2219 Weld Panels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series</th>
<th>Pin Tool Rotation (rpm)</th>
<th>Pin Tool Travel Speed, mm/s (ipm)</th>
<th>Downward Plunge Force, kN (lbs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1.9 (4.5)</td>
<td>29, 31, 36 (6500, 7000, 8000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>150, 200, 300</td>
<td>1.9 (4.5)</td>
<td>31 (7000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1.3, 1.9, 2.5 (3, 4.5, 6)</td>
<td>31 (7000)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results and Discussion

The top or plan view of the FSW zone is illustrated in Figure 4. The flow zone around the pin tool is referred to as the rotating metal plug, and is separated from the parent material by a thin shear zone. Figure 4 illustrates the tracer wire entering the shear zone which bounds the rotating plug of metal. As a segment of tracer wire crosses the shear zone, the segment is pulled in tension by the rotating metal plug trying to rotate the wire while the base of the segment embedded in the parent material outside the shear zone holds it back. When the segment in the rotating plug is long enough for the shear force on its surface to separate it from the rest of the wire, the segment is captured by the plug, rotated, and abandoned to the wake of the weld. A sketch of a side view of the marker wire in the vicinity of the rotating metal plug is shown in Figure 5.
Figures 6-8 presents x-ray radiographs documenting the post-weld tracer wire placement for 3 weld panels. Each panel was subjected to a systematic variation of one weld parameter while the other two were held constant. This produced 3 weld segments approximately 165mm (6.5") in length per panel. The e-stop occurs in the final segment and is evident by the pin tool removal or exit hole. The tracer wire position is shown from the last 76mm (3") prior to a parameter change. Each figure shows an inverted x-ray radiograph of the plan view with a regular x-ray radiograph of the corresponding side view. For these 3 weld panels, the wire was introduced at the center of the plate thickness (3.3mm from the shoulder). Figures 6-8 show the weld portions at two places along the weld panel including the end of weld which contains the pin exit hole. The weld panels selected reflect the variations observed in the resulting flow path as the wire position entering the weld zone was varied and the effect of the variation of the processing parameters and are discussed in context with the kinematic model illustrated in Figure 1.

For the weld panel in Figure 6, the wire was introduced at 6.1mm (0.24") RS offset (just within the 6.4mm pin radius) from the centerline of the weld. The plunge load as varied while the tool rotation and tool travel velocity were held constant. The inverted x-ray radiograph in Figure 6a, shows the post-weld wire position to be displaced outward, exiting slightly toward the RS. A small outward radial velocity component (a ring vortex component) tending to expel a metal element a bit early from the rotating plug could account for such a displacement. The displacement of the tracer was unaffected by
plunge load over the range examined. This can be seen by comparison of Figure 6a (36 kN plunge load) and 6b (29 kN plunge load), where the wire segments in the weld wake line up in a linear fashion. Very little through-thickness tracer wire displacement was observed in the side view of the pin tool exit hole in Figure 6c.

For the weld panel in Figure 7, the wire position was changed and the same weld parameters were applied from the previous weld (Figure 6). The tracer wire was introduced at 3.1mm (0.12") RS offset (well within the 6.4mm pin radius) from the weld centerline. The inverted x-ray radiograph in Figure 7a shows the marker wire exiting along the same flow streamline as it entered the weld zone. In this weld panel, each band of weld metal in the wake contains one wire segment. Very little upward displacement was observed in the side view shown in Figure 7c, similar to the side view in Figure 6c. No effect of plunge loading on the post-weld tracer wire displacement was observed over the range of plunge loadings investigated as can be seen by comparison of Figure 7a (36 kN plunge load) and 7b (29 kN plunge load).

For the weld panel in Figure 8, the wire was introduced at 3.1mm (0.12") RS offset from the weld centerline, just as for the previous panel of Figure 7. However, for this weld panel, the tool rotation speed was varied while the plunge load and tool travel were held constant. The rpm was increased from 200 rpm (Figure 7) to 300 rpm for Figure 8a and decreased to 150 for Figure 8b. The increase from 200 rpm to 300 rpm produced an overall lateral tracer shift of about a pin radius towards the AS. Decreasing the tool
rotation from 300 rpm to 150 rpm restored the displacement to about what it was at 200 rpm.

The shift to the AS may result from a longer retention of the marker elements in the rotational field due to imposition of a radially inward velocity component, a result of an alteration of the ring vortex flow component. The ring vortex flow is a large slow temperature-sensitive circulation taking the form of a ring vortex encircling the pin-tool. The circulation is driven by threads on the pin and/or scrolls on the shoulder. The wire being placed at mid-depth on the pin, the radial component of the ring vortex is driven inward above the wire and outward below the wire. The radial component is expected to be small at the wire level and could be either inward or outward. A hotter weld (higher rpm) reduces the flow stress in the weld metal. Appreciable heat is generated at the shoulder that should raise the temperature in the upper (shoulder) regions around the pin. If the temperature field changes bring the upper part of the ring vortex field with its inward radial velocity component, down (away from the shoulder) the pin, this could explain the observed displacement toward the AS.

A noticeable amount of upward displacement is evident in the normal x-ray radiograph in Figure 8c of the exit hole side view. The outer part of the ring vortex flow component sweeps metal upward; the inner part, downward. The overall vertical marker displacement due to this flow component is complex enough so that it is more reliable to model it and make a computation. With hotter welds, however, it is anticipated that the
ring vortex flow effects should be enhanced. Enhanced ring vortex flow appears a good candidate for a cause of the enhanced vertical displacement with rpm.

In the panel of Figure 9 the tracer wire has been moved from the plate center closer to the shoulder, about 20% of the plate thickness 1.27mm (0.05") down from the shoulder. The rotating metal plug has a larger diameter as it approaches the shoulder as illustrated in Figure 5, about 20% larger in the present case judging from the radius at which the inserted wire begins to bend into the rotating flow field. Unlike Figures 6-8, the inverted x-ray radiograph shown in Figure 9a shows an apparently random scattering of tracer wire segments.

The normal x-ray radiograph of the side view of the exit hole in Figure 9c, shows the tracer wire being drawn up toward the shoulder at the top of the pin and then pushed downward, finally exiting in the wake close to the bottom of the pin. This tracer wire shows evidence of a longer entrapment in the rotating plug. The material closest to the shoulder tends to be trapped most deeply in the down-spiraling flow inside the rotating plug and tends to emerge farthest down the pin. (If weld metal that crosses the shear zone boundary of the rotating plug is recrystallized, and if the metal entering the rotating plug at the upper part of the pin is translated to the lower part of the pin, the recrystallized part of the FSW should be on the lower part of the pin.

A magnified view of the weld seam, shown in Figure 10, as it approaches close to the tool shows an increasing seam deflection up to a shear on the order of several hundred
percent, followed by a sudden incorporation of the seam into a sharply defined boundary
between parent metal and a fine recrystallized metal structure next to the tool. The shear
zone has width and structure. It can be imagined as composed of concentric ring
elements each rotating with its own angular velocity \( \omega \). The angular velocities increase
from zero at the outer edge to the angular velocity of the tool at the inner edge, assuming
no slippage at the tool interface. At radius \( r \) the shear rate \( \dot{\gamma} \) is, given a continuous
variation of rotation \( \omega(r) \) in equation 1,

\[
\dot{\gamma} = r \frac{d\omega}{dr}
\]

If the angular velocity drops from \( \omega \) of the rotating plug to zero over distance \( \delta \), \( \dot{\gamma} = \frac{\omega r}{\delta} \).

If the time to cross the boundary is \( \frac{\delta}{V} \) at the centerline, the shear increment is \( \frac{\omega r}{V} \), where
\( V \) is the weld speed [9]. The strain increment would be on the order of 10,500% for weld
panel C20 (Figure 8). The actual strain rate is not known until the width of the
transformation interface \( \delta \) is known, but it must be high, on the order of shear rates
encountered in metal cutting.

**Conclusion**

The wire tracer approach of mapping of the weld metal flow streams can be used as a
basis for establishing the metal flow paths as a function of FSW parameters, although it
may still prove difficult to get information on FSW flow very close to the pin. Of the
three parameters studied, weld speed plunge force and tool rotational speed, rotational
speed was found to have the most influence on the displacement of tracer metal. A number of complex tracer observations all seem explicable using concepts of a sharply defined shear zone enveloping the FSW pin-tool, and three flow components: a rotating plug flow, a translational flow, and a ring vortex flow as described by the kinematic model.
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List of Figures

1. Three incompressible flow field components superimposed to construct the overall FSW flow field kinematic model: (a) rigid body rotation, (b) uniform translation, and (c) ring vortex. The overall FSW flow field exhibits (d) two distinct flow streams.

2. Metallurgical processing zones proposed in the metal working model for friction stir joining [10].

3. Configuration of weld panels used in the tungsten wire tracer study.

4. Top view of tracer wire as it enters the rotating plug of weld metal. When a sufficiently long segment of wire has entered the rotating field of the FSW pin, the shear forces on the segment break it off. The detached segment rotates in the flow field and is abandoned in the wake of the tool.

5. A tracer wire is broken in the rotating metal plug surrounding the FSW pin-tool to leave a line of approximately equal wire segments in its wake. The radius of the rotating plug increases near the shoulder of the tool.
6. Weld panel C02A with weld parameters of 200 rpm, 1.9mm/s (4.5 ipm) and varying load. Tracer wire is introduced to the weld nugget at 6.1mm (0.24") offset to the RS and at a depth of 3.3mm (0.13"). a) inverted x-ray radiograph of the weld termination showing pin tool exit hole with plunge load of 36 kN (8000 lbs), b) inverted x-ray radiograph of the section of plan view at 29 kN (6500 lbs) plunge load, and c) normal x-ray radiograph of the side view of the pin tool exit hole at 36kN (8000 lbf).

7. Weld panel C05 with weld parameters of 200 rpm, 1.9mm/s (4.5 ipm) and varying load. Tracer wire is introduced to the weld nugget at 3.1mm (0.12") offset to the RS and at a depth of 3.3mm (0.13"). a) inverted x-ray radiograph of the weld termination showing pin tool exit hole with plunge load of 36 kN (8000 lbs), b) inverted x-ray radiograph of the section of plan view at 29 kN (6500 lbs) plunge load, and c) normal x-ray radiograph of the side view of the pin tool exit hole at 36 kN (8000 lbs).

8. Weld panel C20 with weld parameters of 31kN (7000 lbs), 1.9mm/s (4.5 ipm) and varying tool rotation. Tracer wire is introduced to the weld nugget at 3.1mm (0.12") offset to the RS and at a depth of 3.3mm (0.13"). a) inverted x-ray radiograph of the weld termination showing pin tool exit hole with tool rotation of 300 rpm, b) inverted x-
ray radiograph of the section of plan view at 150 rpm tool rotation, and

c) normal x-ray radiograph of the side view of the pin tool exit hole at
300 rpm.

9. Weld panel C22 with weld parameters of 31kN (7000 lbs), 1.9mm/s
(4.5 ipm) and varying tool rotation. Tracer wire is introduced to the
weld nugget at the panel center line and at a depth of 1.27mm (0.05").
A) inverted x-ray radiograph of the weld termination showing pin tool
exit hole with tool rotation of 300 rpm, b) inverted x-ray radiograph of
the section of plan view at 150 rpm tool rotation, and c) normal x-ray
radiograph of the side view of the pin tool exit hole at 300 rpm.

10. Weld seam ahead of pin tool for weld panel C05. Note severity of
deformation prior to incorporation into plug.
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